In a recent paper [3] H. E. Robbins derived general formulas for the moments of the measure of any random set X, and applied the formulas to find the mean and the variance of a random sum of intervals on a line. In subsequent papers, J. Bronowski and J. Neyman [1], using other methods, found the variance when X is a random sum of rectangles in the plañe, and H. E. Robbins [4] found the variance when X is a random sum of n-dimensional intervals in n-dimensional euclidean space. In the latter paper Robbins solved also the corresponding problem for circles on the platee.
measure of a set of figures congruent with K is defíned as being the integral of the differential form (2.1) dK = dxdyd^.
It is readily shown that this measure does not depend on the particular point P chosen to determined the position of K [5] . For instance, the measure of the set of figures K, each of which contains in its interior a fíxed point Q, has the value 2 rF, where F denotes the àrea of K; that is, for o < ò ^ 1.
As another example, let R be the rectangle consisting of all points (x, y) such that 0<x<Ai,0<j/<i4i and let R' be the rectangle consisting of all points (x, y) such that -í < X < Al + í, -S < y < A2 + S, (o' + ò')* < min (Ai, A^, 5).
Let us consider the set of rectangles p whose centers belong to R' and do not contain either Pi or Pj, Pi and Pj being two fixed points which belong to R. Let i be the distance PiPj. According to (2.2) and the defínition of n(p, 1) the measure of the set of rectangles p under consideration is Let iS»,r be an n-dimensional sphere of radius r. «Sn.r will denote also the volume of this sphere, that is, as is known, (see [2, p. For instance, the measure of the set of spheres Sn,,, each of which contains a fixed point Q in its interior, has the value (2.11) Í dP = Sn,r
where <S",r is given by (2.9). The measure niSn.r, 1) of the set of spheres «S,,,, each of which contains totally in its interior a segment of length l{l < 2r), equals the volume of the intersection of two-spheres S,,, whose centers are placed at the end points of the given segment. That is, ti(Sn.r, 1) equals twice the volume of the spherical segment of an n-sphere of radius r and semiangle « = arc cos (í/2r). We will represent the volume of this spherical segment by iSn.r(a) and it may be calculated in the following way: The intersection of the n-sphere \vith a hyperplane at a distance x from the center is an (n -1)-dimensional sphere of radius r' = (r' -X*)'. Let Sn-i.T' denote the volume of this (n -1)-dimensional sphere (given by the general formula (2.9)). The volume of the spherical segment, whose base has the radius h = r cos «, \vill be
Sn.rM = I Sn-l.T' dx.
Ritting X = r cos 0 and substituting for Sn-i.r' the expression given in (2.9), we obtain SnAa) = -/-r-í\ / àn'ede = rS,_,,, / sin" 0 d».
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Consequently we can write (2.12) M(S,.r, 1) = 2S.,r(a) = 2r5"-,.r í" sin" 6 d». Jo where (S"_i,r is the volume of the (n -1)-dimensional sphere of radius r and a = arc cos (i/2r).
In (2.12) we may substitute
+ ...+("-
for n even, and
In particular, for n = 2, 3 we have
•' 0 o 12 We shall now generalizo the formula (2.8) to n-space. A direction in n-space may be given by the corresponding point on the surface of the n-dimensional sphere of unit radius, that is, by the end point of the radias Avhich is paral·lel to the given direction. The parametric equations of the 
A direction in n-dimensional space may then be given by the n -1 parameters 
J'n
The integral extended over the whole surface En equals 2" times the integral extended over the portion for which f < > 0. Henee, taking into account (2.17) and (2.18) we get 3. First problem. We can now solve the first problem (i) stated in the introduction. Denoting by the same letters either sets or their measures, we consider, as in [1] and [4] , the set Y of points of R that do not belong to X. We have jdentically:
The general method of Robbins [3] taking into account (2.2), gives immediately the first moments
where R = AiAt, R' = (A, + 2í) (A, + 2a), p = ab. Our remaining problem is that of evaluating the second moment of X. Let Xi ,yi ,(Piii = 1.2,3, • • • , AT) be the coordinates of the N rectangles p (section 2) and let us put, as in (2.1), dpi = dx4vd<pi • Let P{x, y) and Po(xo, í/o) be two points which belong to R and let us put dP = dx dy, dPt = dxadyo. Let us consider the following múltiple integral extended over the sets of rectangles p< (congruent with p) such that Xi, y i belongs to i2', 0 < ^< < 2T, and do not contain either P or Po. That is, the domain of integration of J is defíned by -8 < Xi < Al + «, -í < í/< < A, + 5, 0 < *>< > 2T, (3.4) PtR, PotR, Pi Pi, Po4Pi,
. In order to calcúlate J, we can first keep the rectangles p< fixed; the points P and Po can then vary independently over the set of points Y. That gives nK\ T -í y dpidpt-" dpN _ ifíyts.
(3.6) Jj ^^^^^^ E{Y).
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We can now reverse the order of integration, an operation which is obviously justified in this case. Keeping P and Po fixed, we can vary each rectangle pt over the set of positions in which it does not contain either P or Po; letting I denote the distance PPo, we have, according to (2.5), In this integral the point P can vary over the intersection of R with the figure obtained by translating K a distancc I in the direction 6; that is, the integration of dP gives the function F{R, I, 6) dcfine<l in section 2. According to (2.6) we therefore have In order to evalúate Ja we observe that in the interval d < I < D ix{p, 0=0 and we have j2=(i -^x / dP dp,=(i-|?y r'r dP ¿n -¡ dp dp}¡.
Further we have (3.9)
¡ dP dPo = fí'
and with the change of variables (3.7) and the formula (2.8) we find that For the variance of X and of Y, we have by (3.1) and (3.2)
which completes the sohition of our first problem stated in the introduction. 4. Second problem. In order to solve the second problem (ii) stated in the introduction we will follow the same method of the preceding section.
Let X be the intersection of the set theoretical sum of the A^ n-dimensional spheres S"., of radius r with the n-interval R. I^t us call Y the set of those points of R that do not belong to X, that is, Henee we have,
where da denotes the element of àrea of the n-dimensional sphere of unit radius, given by (2.18). The same method used in section 3 gives 6. Remark. In the second problem we can substitute the n-intervals R and 72' by concèntric n-dimensionsJ spheres. The problem may then be stated as follows:
Let Sn.a denote a fixed n-dimensional sphere of radius o and Sn,a+t the concèntric n-dimensional sphere of radius a + 6. 5,., and Sn.,+j shall also denote the corresponding volumes. Let a fixed number N of n-dimensional spheres with radü r(r< min (a, 5)) be chosen independently with the probabilitydensity function for the center of each Sn.r constant and equal to '1/Sn.a-n in 'S,,.+i and zero outside this n-sphere. Let X denote the intersection of the set-thecretical sum of the N n-spheres with S".« ; we wish to evalúate the first two moments of the measure of X. 
